Observations on the use of depot neuroleptics in schizophrenia.
This paper reviews some of the advantages and disadvantages of long-term maintenance therapy with neuroleptics in schizophrenia. The need to separate first-illness schizophrenia from chronic schizophrenia is illustrated. The reduction in the risk of a further acute relapse with continued medication and the likely duration of maintenance therapy are discussed. The true meaning of a further relapse to the patient in terms of reduced social and work function is also discussed. The advantages of using long-acting depot injections for drug administration are stressed. The complex issue of the correct dosage for maintenance is reviewed, with no proven advantage for either very high doses or very low doses. The frequency of depressive symptoms in schizophrenia is reviewed and the possible aetiologies discussed. The decision to use short- or long-term drug therapy, and whether to use a particular method of drug administration (oral or long-acting depot injections) should be separate issues. Depot injections may, on occasions, be the appropriate method of drug administration for short-term therapies, just as oral drugs have a place in the longer-duration maintenance treatments.